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ABSTRACT  

        Quality of Service (Quos) is that the recital level of a service accessible by the network to the user Security has been issue within the style 

and preparation of an enterprise network.  Quality of service is that the ability to provide absolutely whole completely different fully, completely 

different absolutely, different totally completely different priority to different applications, users, or information flows, or to verify a precise level of 

performance to a data flow. The architectures supported IPSEC and shows that IPSEC will offer end-to-end security. The VPN vogue is far 

incontestable by connecting Cisco routers in associate extraordinarily purpose to purpose fashion employing a DTE-DCE Cable. Networks unit of 

menstruation setup on the routers to create a main and branch work situation with computers. During this project, a tested and secure network style 

is projected supported the sensible needs and projected network infrastructure is realizable with adjustable infrastructure.  A stratified design of the 

field network is designed with differing types of security problems for making certain the standard of service. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Quality of Service (Quos) refers to the potential 

of a network to produce higher service to choose network 

traffic over numerous technologies, as well as Frame 

Relay, Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), LAN and 

802.1 networks, SONET, and IP-routed networks that will 

use any or all of those underlying technologies. The first 

goal of Quos is to produce priority as well as dedicated 

information measure, controlled disturbance and latency 

(required by some period of time and interactive traffic), 

and improved loss characteristics. Additionally necessary 

is ensuring that providing priority for one or additional 

flows don’t build different flows fail. Quos technologies 

offer the fundamental building blocks that may be used 

for future business applications in field, WAN, and repair 

supplier networks. This chapter outlines the options and 

edges of the Quos provided by the Cisco IOS Quos [1]. 

The Cisco IOS Quos package permits advanced networks 

to manage and predictably service a range of networked 

applications and traffic varieties. Nearly any network will 

cash in of Quos for optimum efficiency, whether or not 

it's satiny low company network, a web service supplier, 

or AN enterprise network. Basically, Quos permits you to 

supply higher service to sure flows. This can be done by 

either raising the priority of a flow or limiting the priority 

of another flow. Once victimization congestion-

management tools, you try to lift the priority of a flow by 

queuing and coupling queues in numerous ways in 

which. The queue management tool used for congestion 

shunning raises priority by dropping lower-priority flows 

before higher-priority flows. Policing and shaping give 

priority to a flow by limiting the turnout of different 

flows.  

Link potency tools limit giant flows to indicate a 

preference for little flows. Cisco IOS Quos may be a tool 

box and lots of tools will accomplish an equivalent result. 

A straight forward analogy comes from the requirement 

to tighten a bolt: you'll tighten a bolt with pliers or with a 

wrench. Each area unit equally effective, however these 

area unit totally different tools. This can be an equivalent 

with Quos tools. You may realize that results may be 

accomplished victimization totally different Quos tools. 

That one to use depends on the traffic. You wouldn’t 

choose a tool while not knowing what you were 

attempting to try and do, would you? If the work is to 

drive a nail, you do not bring a screw driver [1]. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 There are some articles terribly associated with 

our paper like the authors talked regarding the impact of 

security on the standard of service through mathematical 

equations, and therefore the impacts of secret writing and 

authentication on SAL and delay. Finally they ended, that 
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to induce the minimum delay and therefore the highest 

SAL, they must use associate degree immune formula to 

optimize key length and authentication rate. Their 

simulation showed that the projected model is effective to 

induce the optimum answer underneath completely 

different configurations. 

 

 The relation between Quos and security is 

powerful, and each QOS and security have a collection 

of parameters, and for this reason we've several 

potential combos of parameters, however we have a 

tendency to should select the simplest combos. These 

combos are given by Tariq Tale and Abderrahim 

Benslimane, wherever they incontestable the necessity 

for put together addressing Quos and security 

necessities. To the present finish, they devised a network 

policy framework entitled QoS2 that orchestrates 

between the conflicting necessities of Quos and security 

supported a MADM approach (an approach which will 

be applied victimization totally different algorithms for 

selecting the simplest decision) running at a world 

security consultative system. The consultative system 

assesses current network security conditions supported 

time period feedback from totally different observation 

systems deployed over the network in an exceedingly 

hierarchic fashion. They evaluated the performances of 

their QoS2 mechanism whereas considering the case 

study of Quos-sensitive IPTV services. The authors 

demonstrate that they pictured QoS2 framework 

achieves its designed goals [2]. 

 

 In the authors projected a Quos-friendly 

Encapsulated Security Payload (Q-ESP) to unravel 

downside of IPSec encapsulation security protocol (ESP) 

that hides a lot of the information’s in its encrypted 

payloads, this data is employed in performing arts 

classification befittingly. Finally, they all over that, 

during this approach they may minimize the likelihood 

of Quos attack to the VPN module, as unconcerned 

packets are filtered by the firewall. 

  ADVANTAGE 

 Use commands or intelligent configuration tool 

to deploy services on the network. 

 Use the sight to monitor service alarms, 

operating status and service performance. 

DISADVANTAGE 

 The solution cannot be applied to federated 

cloud providers server were not integrated in 

real time. 

 No provision was made for distributed denial of 

service (DDOS) attacks.. 

 

3. IMPORTANCE OF ENTERPRISE NETWORK 

DESIGN 

 A communications network forms the backbone 

of any prosperous organization. These networks 

transport a large number of applications, together with 

real time voice, high-quality video and delay-sensitive 

data. Networks should give predict table, measurable, 

and generally warranted services by managing 

bandwidth, delay, interference and loss parameters on a 

network. Quos technologies consult with the set of tools 

and techniques to manage network resources and square 

measure thought of the key sanctioning technology for 

network convergence.  

 

 The target of Quos technologies is to create voice, 

video and knowledge convergence seem clear to finish 

users. Quos technologies permit differing types of traffic 

to contend inequitably for network resources. Voice, 

video, and significant knowledge applications could also 

be granted priority or advantageous services from 

network devices so the standard of those strategic 

applications doesn't degrade to the point of being 

unusable. 

  

 Therefore, Quos may be a important, intrinsic part for 

prosperous network convergence. Quos tools don't seem 

to be solely helpful in protective fascinating traffic, 

however additionally in providing respectful services to 

Undesirable traffic like the exponential propagation of 

worms. you'll be able to use Quos to watch flows and 

provide 1st and second order reactions to abnormal flows 

indicative of such attacks, as are going to be mentioned in 

further detail later during this document[4]. 

 

  Fig 2. Enterprises network design [4]. 

5. OVERVIEW OF IPSEC 

 Internet Protocol security (IPSec) could be a 

framework of open standards for serving to make sure 

non-public, secure communications over web Protocol 
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(IP) networks through the employment of crypto 

graphical security services. IPSec supports network-level 

information integrity, information confidentiality, 

information origin authentication, and replay protection. 

as a result of IPSec is integrated at the web layer (layer 3), 

it provides security for pretty much all protocols within 

the TCP/IP suite, and since IPSec is applied transparently 

to applications, there's no have to be compelled to piece 

separate security for every application that uses TCP/IP. 

IPSec is that the merge a number of security algorithms 

for creating positive the protection for the network and 

also the affiliation between the users, the protocol is 

employed on layer three of the OSI Model and use the 

tunnel technique. And it ensures the authentication, 

packets, security and administration of keys [2]. 

 

5.1 Advantage of IPSEC 

 

 Ensure a strong security 

between the inside and the outside the LAN In      

            Case of use in routers and 

firewalls.  

 Hidden in front the user 

 

 Ensures the cryptography 

 The principal advantage of 

IPSec is that it offers confidentiality and  

            Authentication at the packet level 

between hosts and networks [2]. 

 

5.2 Disadvantage of IPSEC 

 

     CPU Overhead 

     Compatibility Issues 

     Broken Algorithms [6]. 

5.3 Characteristics of IPSEC 

 Involuntary in IPV6 and voluntary 

in IPV4 

 Has described a relatively difficult 

 The files of IPSec are long 

 keys administrator 

 Cryptography algorithms and 

authentication. 

 Documents of IPSec are very large 

 

5.4 Mode of IPSEC 

 We have two modes of IPSec transport 

 

 IPSec tunnel mode 

 IPSec transport mode 

6. CONCLUSION 

 Successful and versatile Quos model for layer 

two and layer three. Our testing surroundings 

demonstrate a discount in packet delay. The 

autonomous system will share its links while not 

compromising performance. The projected model will be 

wont to range any quite traffic like cooperative systems, 

telesurgery and others. Quos in layer two isn't thus 

relevant, since it solely involves devices directly 

connected to the switched network. Quos in layer three 

is way additional relevant and plenty of issues should be 

taken. (Marking, classification, congestion  

Avoidance)[6].  
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